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Abstract:  
A wide variety of chemicals having distinct odours are smelled by Humans. Odour perception initiates in the 
nose, where they are detected by a large family of Olfactory Receptors (ORs). Based on divergence of 
evolutionary model a sequence of Human ORs database has been proposed by D. Lancet et al (2000, 2006).  It 
is quite impossible to infer whether a given sequence of nucleotides is a Human OR or not, without any 
biological experimental validation. In our perspective, a proper quantitative understanding of these ORs is 
required to justify or nullify whether a given sequence is a Human OR or not. In this paper, the entire Human 
OR sequences have been quantified, and a set of clusters have been made on using the quantitative results based 
on two different metrics. Using this proposed quantitative model, one can easily make probable justification or 
deterministic nullification whether a given sequence of nucleotides is a probable Human OR homologue or not, 
without seeking any biological experiment. Of course a further biological experiment is essential to validate the 
probable Human OR homologue. 
Key words: Human Olfactory Receptors, Fractal Dimension, Hurst Exponent, Gene Therapy and Chaos Game 
representations. 
1. Introduction 
1.1 Current State of Art and Authors' contribution  
The Human Genome Project (HGP) was an international research effort, coordinated by the National Institutes 
of Health and the U.S. Department of Energy to determine the sequence of the human genome and identify the 
genes that it contains [1, 2, 3 and 4]. The outcomes of HGP have allowed researchers to begin to understand the 
blueprint of genes and genomes. Discovering the sequence of the human genome was only the first step in 
understanding how the instructions coded in DNA lead to a functioning human being. The next stage of 
genomic research will begin to derive meaningful knowledge from the DNA sequence. The information-
theoretic genomic understanding will have a major impact in the fields of medicine, biotechnology, and the life 
sciences.  
In the present days, one of the most frontier challenges is to make a revolution in medical science by introducing 
Genetic Therapy [3]. Gene therapy is an experimental technique that uses genes to treat or prevent disease. This 
method of therapy would allow us to treat a disorder by inserting a gene into a patient’s cells instead of using 
drugs or surgery. The most usual approaches of gene therapy include 
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 Replacing a mutated gene that causes disease with a healthy copy of the gene.  
 Inactivating, or “knocking out,” a mutated gene that is functioning improperly. 
 Introducing a new gene into the body to help fight a disease. 
Although gene therapy is a promising treatment option for a number of diseases (including inherited disorders, 
some types of cancer, and certain viral infections), the technique remains risky and is still under study to make 
sure that it will be safe and effective. Gene therapy is currently being tested for the treatment of diseases that 
have no other cures [3, 4]. Prior to gene therapy as a practical approach for treating diseases, we must overcome 
many technical challenges. In order to do that, first we must have quantitative insight of genes and genomes. 
This would help us in precise characterization of a particular DNA. The quantitative study of genes will be an 
add-on as genetic signature of a DNA sequence. 
In the present study, a mathematical quantification of human Olfactory Receptors (ORs) [7, 8, 9, and 10, 12 and 
13] has been deciphered by using Fractal Geometry [14, 15 and 16]. Also, a set of clusters have been made on 
using the quantitative results based on two different metrics.  So on using this proposed quantitative model, one 
can easily make probable justification (deterministic nullification) whether a given sequence of nucleotides is a 
probable Human OR homologue or not, without seeking any biological experiment.  
1. 2. Model Decomposition and Representation 
DNA 4-Colored Representation: Let a DNA sequence be in the form of four-letter (ATGC) nucleotides 
sequence (Fig. 1A). Such sequence shown in Fig. 1A is converted as a function (Fig. 1B) depicting colors Red, 
Blue, Green, and Yellow respectively for A, T, G, and C [17, 18]. This allows        having maximum of 4 
colors, i.e.           . 
ATGACAGGATTGAAAAATAAGAATTACACATTATTCCTTTAACATTGAGTTTCCCAGCTTTGAAGTAGCTGAAAT
AATTATATCGCATAAAAACTTTGTTATATTTTTCACTTTCTTATTTTCAAAAATTATAAAATTGGGTGTAAGACA
TTCTTAATTCTAAGAAAATGTTGATTTTGCTTATCTTCATGTTTTTATTCAATTAAGGACTTTTGGTAAACATTT
GCTGGTGTTAATGTTAAAAGAGAGTTGGGGAAATGGATGGCATGGGGCTCTGGGAAGACTCCTAGATAAACACTT
TAAGAGGCT… 
Fig. 1 (A):  A DNA string of four variables A T C and G 
 
Fig.1. (B) Function generated by proper colour coding for ATGC of OR10AB1P 
4-Adic Representation: Also we consider a DNA as a string of four variables 0, 1, 2 and 3 (as shown below) 
corresponding to A T C and G respectively. We name this string as 4-adic string of DNA [17, 18]. 
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023010330223000002003002201010220221122200102230322211103122230032031230002
002202021310200000122232202022222101222122022221000002202000022333232003010
221220022120030000232230222231220212210232222202210022003301222233200010222
312332322002322000030303223333000233023310233331212333003012112030200010122
200303312… 
Binary Representation: We have considered a DNA as a one dimensional nucleotide sequence, and is 
represented as a map such that                                       This mapping yields a 
DNA sequence in a a binary string format. A portion of such a binary string is shown below of some fixed size 
(twice of the DNA sequence length). We call this representation of DNA as 2-adic string of DNA [18]. 
001110000100101000111110000000000011000010000011110001000100111100111101011111110000010011
111000101111110101010010011111111000001011001001111000000011000011110011001101100100110000
000000011111111011110011001111111111010001111111011111001111111101000000000011110011000000
0011111010101110110000100001001111011111…..(some more 0, 1 are there in the string). 
Threshold decomposition: We have decomposed the four-colored image        into four binary images 
            (Fig. 2A-D) for a DNA through the threshold decomposition function defined as: 
                                        
        
Those decomposed binary images for one human OR are denoted as    
     
     
         
 
are shown in the 
following: 
 
Fig. 2: Threshold decomposed binary images of OR10AB1P (Black and white denote complimentary space and 
one of the ATGC). (A) A (B) T (C) G, and (D) C.  
In the next section let us elaborate the methods applied to DNA string to extract the quantitative details.  
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2. Methods  
The quantitative details of human ORs have been studied in the light of fractal dimension. The method of 
computation of each features for OR sequences are sketched in the following.  
2.1 Generating Indicator Matrix and Its Quantification  
 
A DNA is composed of four basic nucleotides namely A=Adenine, C=Cytosine, T=Thymine and G=Guanine.  
Let    {A, T, G, C} be the set of nucleotides and      be any member of the alphabet.  
A DNA can be thought of as a finite symbolic string       so that    i, i = 1, 2…N being      
                             the value of x at position I and N denote length of the string. 
 
The notion of indicator matrix and its characterization through fractal dimension was proposed by C. Cattani 
[19] as follows 
                   
         {0, 1} such that    h, k) {
            
           
    h, k     
Therefore, the indicator matrix of an N-length string can be easily described as N N sparse symmetric, binary 
matrix which results from  
                                
This definition of indicator matrix does not help us differentiate between zeros formed by distinct base pairs. A 
slightly modified definition of   is proposed as follows [17, 18]: 
                                 {0,1,2,3} such that     h, k) 
{
 
 
                                                
                      {   }  {   }
                      {   }  {   }
                      {   }  {   }
 
Consequently, the matrix     corresponding to a given DNA is a four-threshold matrix, namely 0, 1, 2 and 3. 
Let us decompose the matrix    into four binary matrices A1, A2, A3 and A4 as follows: 
                                {
                              
                                        
   
                                {
                      {   }  {   }  
                                                       
 
                             {
                      {   }  {   }  
                                                       
 
               and       {
                      {   }  {   }  
                                                       
 
From the indicator matrix we have an idea of fractal-like distribution of nucleotides in DNAs. The 
corresponding fractal dimensions for the graphical representation of indicator matrices can be computed through 
Box Counting Method which is briefly stated as follows. 
Box-Counting Method: This method computes the number of cells required to entirely cover an object, with 
grids of cells of varying size. Practically, this is performed by superimposing regular grids over an object and by 
counting the number of occupied cells. The logarithm of N(r), the number of occupied cells, versus the 
logarithm of 1/r, where r is the size of one cell, gives a line whose gradient corresponds to the box dimension 
[15, 16]. To calculate the dimension for a fractal S, the Box-Counting dimension is defined as, 
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Dim box(S)   =       
       
    
 
 
 
 
Let us understand through an example considering the sequence one OR sequence viz. OR10AB1P having the 
sequence ATGGGCAATCACACTG... (Continuing)                                                                                 
The indicator matrices A1, A2, A3, and A4 for the OR10AB1P are as follows. 
                                     
                 Fig. 3A                                Fig. 3B                                  Fig. 3C                                     Fig. 3D 
Fig. 3: Indicator Matrices of OR10AB1P 
We have calculated the fractal dimensions of the images using one of the well-known methods called ‘Box-
Counting method’.  
The fractal dimensions of the indicator matrices A1 A2 A3 and A4 for OR10AB1P are 1.83359, 1.82657, 
1.83072 and 1.82465 respectively [18]. 
In the similar fashion the fractal dimensions of the indicator matrices for all human OR DNA strings have been 
computed. 
2.2 DNA Walk of the DNA sequences  
The DNA walk is defined as a sum of the progression ∑                   {       } which is the 
cumulative sum on the DNA string representation{            ∑        ∑   }
 
   
   
    [19]. 
Also we define    ∑         
 
      ∑        
 
       ∑        
 
    &    ∑        
 
   . It has been 
resulted by plotting (        as we have defined two functions:  
                                              
       
  and         
       
 . 
Here we compute the Fractal dimension of all DNA walk for the 4-adic string of all ORs. The plot of the DNA 
walk for the OR1AB1P string is shown in Fig. 4.                            
 
Fig. 4: DNA Walk (       for OR10AB1P 
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The box-counting dimension for the DNA walk of OR1AB1P is 1.94601. In the similar manner we have 
computed all the Fractal dimension of all the human OR DNA strings. 
 
 
2.3 Hurst Exponent of the DNA sequences 
 
Hurst exponent is referred to as the "index of dependence," and is the relative tendency of a time series either to 
regress strongly to the mean or to cluster in a direction. It is a measure of long range correlation of one-
dimensional time series [19, 20]. 
Let us consider a string   {  }            
    
 
 
∑  
 
   
 
       ∑{      }
 
   
 
                                
     √
 
 
∑(      )
 
 
   
 
The Hurst exponent H is defined as :(
 
 
   
    
    
, where   is the length of the string. The range for which the 
Hurst exponent, H indicates negative, positive auto-correlation are 0 < H < 0.5 and 0.5 < H < 1 respectively. A 
value of H=0.5 indicates a true random walk, where it is equally likely that a decrease or an increase will follow 
from any particular value [20]. 
Here we consider 2-adic and 4 adic string of DNA for computation of Hurst exponent.  
The Hurst exponents of the 4-adic and 2-adic string of OR10AB1P are 0.5635 and 0.5765 respectively. This is 
how we have computed Hurst exponent for all the human OR DNA strings [18].  
 
2.4 Succolarity  
The degree of percolation of an image (how much a given fluid can flow through this image) can be measured 
through Succolarity, a fractal parameter [21].  
The succolarity of a binary image is defined as 
              
∑                           
∑                 
 
where ‘   ’ denotes direction;       where n is the number of possible divisions of a binary image in boxes. 
The occupation percentage (OP) is defined as, for each box size, k, then the sum of the multiplications of the 
  (     ), where k is a number from 1 to n, by the pressure             , where pc is the position on x or y 
of the centroid of the box on the scale of pressure) applied to the box are calculated. Therefore for any binary 
decomposed images of       , the succolarity can be obtained.  
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Here we compute succolarity of the decomposed images for DNA as shown in the previous section. The 
succolarity of the four decomposed images    
     
     
         
 
 of OR10AB1P are 1.227665, 
1.07841875, 0.1156 and 0.749545938 respectively.  
Similarly we have computed the succolarity of the decomposed images for all the human ORs. 
 
2.5 Chaos Game Representation  
Chaos Game Representation (CGR) can recognize patterns in the nucleotide strings using the techniques of 
fractal structures and by considering DNA sequences as strings composed of four units A, T, G and C. Such 
recognition of patterns relies on visual identification [22]. It is an application of non-random input to an iterated 
function system. The original CGR method is an algorithm which produces pictures revealing patterns in DNA 
sequences. Basically, the whole set of frequencies of the words found in a given genomic sequence can be 
displayed in the form of a single image in which each pixel is associated with a specific word. Frequencies of 
words found in a sequence are displayed in a square image, with the location of a given word being chosen 
according to a recursive procedure. Thus, the image is divided into four quadrants in which sequences ending 
with the appropriate base are collected. This gives the base composition of the sequence. Each quadrant is 
subsequently divided into four sub quadrants, each containing sequences ending with a given dinucleotide, such 
that sequences differing only in the first letter are in adjacent sub quadrants. The sequence is read base by base 
so that all available words are considered. 
 For example in the CGR of the sequence “ATTGCAGGCT” the sixth point represents the sequence 
“ATTGCA”.  Thus there is a one to one correspondence between the subsequences and the points in the 
CGR.   Since a base is always plotted in its quadrant, any sequence will always be plotted somewhere in the 
quadrant of its last base, and conversely any two points in the same quadrant must have the same last base. 
First we design the CGR of all OR strings then the fractal dimension of CGR have been calculated by Box-
counting method. The CGR of the OR strings OR10AB1P is given in Fig. 5 and corresponding fractal 
dimension is 1.9407. 
 
                                                            
                                                       Fig. 5: Chaos Game Representation of OR10AB1P 
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3. Results and Discussions 
Let us now elaborate in detail, the result obtained for all human ORs using the above stated methods.  
3.1 Fractal Dimension of Indicator Matrices 
Here we compute the indicator matrices A1, A2, A3 and A4 for all the human OR sequences. Then we found the 
fractal dimension for each of those indicator matrices. The results are elucidated in the following. It is noted that 
the descriptive statistics for all the features are obtained using the software Statistica. 
 
3.1.1. FD of Indicator Matrix (A1) 
The fractal dimensions (FD) for the entire human OR sequences (687) are ranging from 1.71 to 1.87. The 
detailed result is given in the table 1. It is noted that the harmonic and geometric mean are almost same 1.83.   
Summary: FD_A1
K-S d=.19316, p<.01 ; Lilliefors p<.01
 Expected Normal
1.68 1.70 1.72 1.74 1.76 1.78 1.80 1.82 1.84 1.86 1.88
X <= Category Boundary
0
50
100
150
200
250
300
350
400
450
N
o
. 
o
f 
o
b
s
.
 Mean = 1.8359
 Mean±SD 
= (1.8178, 1.854)
 Mean±1.96*SD 
= (1.8005, 1.8714)1.79
1.80
1.81
1.82
1.83
1.84
1.85
1.86
1.87
1.88
F
D
_
A
1
Normal P-Plot: FD_A1
1.70 1.72 1.74 1.76 1.78 1.80 1.82 1.84 1.86 1.88
Value
-4
-3
-2
-1
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Summary Statistics:FD_A1
Valid N=687
% Valid obs.=100.000000
Mean=  1.835934
Confidence -95.000%=  1.834578
Confidence 95.000%=  1.837290
Geometric Mean=  1.835844
Harmonic Mean=  1.835752
Median=  1.835560
Mode=  1.000000
Frequency of Mode=  4.000000
Sum=1261.286850
Minimum=  1.711770
Maximum=  1.873090
Lower Quartile=  1.831250
Upper Quartile=  1.848300
Percentile 10.00000=  1.821230
Percentile 90.00000=  1.855860
Range=  0.161320
Quartile Range=  0.017050
Variance=  0.000328
Std.Dev.=  0.018104
Confidence SD -95.000%=  0.017195
Confidence SD +95.000%=  0.019116
Coef.Var.=  0.986102
Standard Error=  0.000691
Skewness= -2.174336
Std.Err. Skewness=  0.093251
Kurtosis=  8.886277
Std.Err. Kurtosis=  0.186233
 
Tab. 1: Descriptive Statistics of FD of Indicator Matrix A1 
It shows that the FD of Indicator matrix A1 is not normally distributed over the ORs. It follows non-parametric 
distribution as shown in Fig. 6. 
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Fig. 6: Non-Parametric Distribution of FD of Indicator matrices (A1) 
3.1.2. FD of Indicator Matrix (A2) 
The fractal dimensions (FD) of the indicator matrices A2 for all ORs is illustrated in the below in the Tab.2.  
The estimated interval for FD of A1 is (1.71, 1.87).  
Summary: FD_A2
K-S d=.18990, p<.01 ; Lilliefors p<.01
 Expected Normal
1.68 1.70 1.72 1.74 1.76 1.78 1.80 1.82 1.84 1.86 1.88
X <= Category Boundary
0
50
100
150
200
250
300
350
400
450
500
N
o
. 
o
f 
o
b
s
.
 Mean = 1.8282
 Mean±SD 
= (1.8096, 1.8469)
 Mean±1.96*SD 
= (1.7917, 1.8647)1.78
1.79
1.80
1.81
1.82
1.83
1.84
1.85
1.86
1.87
F
D
_
A
2
Normal P-Plot: FD_A2
1.70 1.72 1.74 1.76 1.78 1.80 1.82 1.84 1.86 1.88
Value
-4
-3
-2
-1
0
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2
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4
E
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V
a
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e
Summary Statistics:FD_A2
Valid N=687
% Valid obs.=100.000000
Mean=  1.828226
Confidence -95.000%=  1.826830
Confidence 95.000%=  1.829621
Geometric Mean=  1.828129
Harmonic Mean=  1.828032
Median=  1.827880
Mode=  1.000000
Frequency of Mode=  3.000000
Sum=1255.990980
Minimum=  1.710660
Maximum=  1.869990
Lower Quartile=  1.823520
Upper Quartile=  1.839640
Percentile 10.00000=  1.814430
Percentile 90.00000=  1.848490
Range=  0.159330
Quartile Range=  0.016120
Variance=  0.000347
Std.Dev.=  0.018625
Confidence SD -95.000%=  0.017690
Confidence SD +95.000%=  0.019666
Coef.Var.=  1.018753
Standard Error=  0.000711
Skewness= -2.147142
Std.Err. Skewness=  0.093251
Kurtosis=  8.501272
Std.Err. Kurtosis=  0.186233
  
Tab. 2: Descriptive Statistics of FD of Indicator Matrix A2 
As we saw in the previous case, the distribution is following non-parametric distribution as resulted in the Fig. 
7. It is seen that the harmonic and geometric mean of the distribution is nearly same. 
 
Fig. 7: Non-parametric distribution of FD of Indicator Matrices (A2) 
3.1.2. FD of Indicator Matrix (A3) 
The fractal dimensions (FD) of the indicator matrices A3 for all ORs is illustrated in the below in the Tab.3.  
The estimated interval for FD of A1 is (1.70, 1.86).  
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Summary: FD_A3
K-S d=.17166, p<.01 ; Lilliefors p<.01
 Expected Normal
1.68 1.70 1.72 1.74 1.76 1.78 1.80 1.82 1.84 1.86 1.88
X <= Category Boundary
0
50
100
150
200
250
300
350
400
450
N
o
. 
o
f 
o
b
s
.
 Mean = 1.831
 Mean±SD 
= (1.8108, 1.8511)
 Mean±1.96*SD 
= (1.7915, 1.8704)1.78
1.79
1.80
1.81
1.82
1.83
1.84
1.85
1.86
1.87
1.88
F
D
_
A
3
Normal P-Plot: FD_A3
1.70 1.72 1.74 1.76 1.78 1.80 1.82 1.84 1.86 1.88
Value
-4
-3
-2
-1
0
1
2
3
4
E
x
p
e
c
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d
 N
o
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a
l 
V
a
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e
Summary Statistics:FD_A3
Valid N=687
% Valid obs.=100.000000
Mean=  1.830955
Confidence -95.000%=  1.829447
Confidence 95.000%=  1.832464
Geometric Mean=  1.830843
Harmonic Mean=  1.830728
Median=  1.832220
Mode=  1.000000
Frequency of Mode=  4.000000
Sum=1257.866370
Minimum=  1.706850
Maximum=  1.861410
Lower Quartile=  1.826350
Upper Quartile=  1.841480
Percentile 10.00000=  1.813750
Percentile 90.00000=  1.852800
Range=  0.154560
Quartile Range=  0.015130
Variance=  0.000406
Std.Dev.=  0.020143
Confidence SD -95.000%=  0.019131
Confidence SD +95.000%=  0.021269
Coef.Var.=  1.100138
Standard Error=  0.000769
Skewness= -2.285590
Std.Err. Skewness=  0.093251
Kurtosis=  8.567230
Std.Err. Kurtosis=  0.186233
 
Tab. 3: Descriptive Statistics of FD of Indicator Matrix A3 
The FD of A3 follows non-parametric distribution across the ORs Fig. 8. The harmonic and geometric mean of 
the distribution is nearly same as in the previous occasions. 
 
Fig. 8: Non-parametric distribution of FD of Indicator Matrices (A3) 
3.1.2. FD of Indicator Matrix (A4) 
The fractal dimension (FD) of the indicator matrices A4 for all ORs is illustrated in the below in the Tab.4.  The 
estimated interval for FD of A1 is (1.69, 1.85).  
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Summary: FD_A4
K-S d=.18880, p<.01 ; Lilliefors p<.01
 Expected Normal
1.66 1.68 1.70 1.72 1.74 1.76 1.78 1.80 1.82 1.84 1.86
X <= Category Boundary
0
50
100
150
200
250
300
350
400
450
N
o
. 
o
f 
o
b
s
.
 Mean = 1.8244
 Mean±SD 
= (1.8046, 1.8443)
 Mean±1.96*SD 
= (1.7856, 1.8633)1.78
1.79
1.80
1.81
1.82
1.83
1.84
1.85
1.86
1.87
F
D
_
A
4
Normal P-Plot: FD_A4
1.68 1.70 1.72 1.74 1.76 1.78 1.80 1.82 1.84 1.86 1.88
Value
-4
-3
-2
-1
0
1
2
3
4
E
x
p
e
c
te
d
 N
o
rm
a
l 
V
a
lu
e
Summary Statistics:FD_A4
Valid N=687
% Valid obs.=100.000000
Mean=  1.824435
Confidence -95.000%=  1.822950
Confidence 95.000%=  1.825920
Geometric Mean=  1.824326
Harmonic Mean=  1.824214
Median=  1.825220
Mode=  1.000000
Frequency of Mode=  3.000000
Sum=1253.386870
Minimum=  1.695680
Maximum=  1.857270
Lower Quartile=  1.820510
Upper Quartile=  1.835120
Percentile 10.00000=  1.807510
Percentile 90.00000=  1.845320
Range=  0.161590
Quartile Range=  0.014610
Variance=  0.000393
Std.Dev.=  0.019818
Confidence SD -95.000%=  0.018823
Confidence SD +95.000%=  0.020926
Coef.Var.=  1.086270
Standard Error=  0.000756
Skewness= -2.369445
Std.Err. Skewness=  0.093251
Kurtosis=  9.360191
Std.Err. Kurtosis=  0.186233
 
Tab. 4: Descriptive Statistics of FD of Indicator Matrices (A4) 
The FD of A4 follows non-parametric distribution as well as resulted in the Fig. 9. The harmonic and geometric 
mean of the distribution follows the same as before. 
 
Fig. 9: Non-parametric distribution of FD of Indicator Matrices (A4) 
The fractal dimensions (FD) of A1, A2 A3 and A4 are highly positively correlated as we have seen in Fig. 10. 
The correlation coefficients are tabulated in Tab. 5 with graphical representation in Fig. 10. 
 FD of A1 FD of A2 FD of A3 FD of A4 
FD of A1 1 0.9705 0.9554 0.9552 
FD of A2 0.9705 1 0.9259 0.9480 
FD of A3 0.9554 0.9259 1 0.9865 
FD of A4 0.9552 0.9480 0.9865 1 
Tab. 5: Correlation coefficients for Indicator matrices A1, A2, A3 and A4 
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Correlations (Sheet1 in FD-Dna_master !  13v*688c)
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Fig. 10: Correlation graph for FD of A1, A2, A3 and A4 
 
3.2. Fractal Dimension of DNA Walk 
For the entire human ORs the fractal dimension of the DNA walks are almost same and that is 1.946 as shown 
in Tab. 6.   
Summary: FD of DNA  WALK
K-S d=.10428, p<.01 ; Lilliefors p<.01
 Expected Normal
1.9446
1.9448
1.9450
1.9452
1.9454
1.9456
1.9458
1.9460
1.9462
1.9464
X <= Category Boundary
0
50
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200
250
300
350
400
450
500
N
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.
 Mean = 1.946
 Mean±SD 
= (1.9459, 1.9462)
 Mean±1.96*SD 
= (1.9458, 1.9463)1.9457
1.9458
1.9459
1.9460
1.9461
1.9462
1.9463
1.9464
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Normal P-Plot: FD of DNA  WALK
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Summary Statistics:FD of DNA  WALK
Valid N=687
% Valid obs.=100.000000
Mean=  1.946031
Confidence -95.000%=  1.946020
Confidence 95.000%=  1.946041
Geometric Mean=  1.946031
Harmonic Mean=  1.946031
Median=  1.946050
Mode=  1.000000
Frequency of Mode= 45.000000
Sum=1336.922980
Minimum=  1.944900
Maximum=  1.946260
Lower Quartile=  1.945970
Upper Quartile=  1.946120
Percentile 10.00000=  1.945880
Percentile 90.00000=  1.946160
Range=  0.001360
Quartile Range=  0.000150
Variance=  0.000000
Std.Dev.=  0.000135
Confidence SD -95.000%=  0.000128
Confidence SD +95.000%=  0.000143
Coef.Var.=  0.006942
Standard Error=  0.000005
Skewness= -2.266806
Std.Err. Skewness=  0.093251
Kurtosis= 10.830739
Std.Err. Kurtosis=  0.186233
 
Tab. 6: Descriptive Statistics of FD of DNA Walk 
The distribution of the FD of DNA walk is non-parametric as shown in Fig. 10.  
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Fig. 10: Non-parametric distribution of FD of DNA Walk 
 
3.3 Hurst Exponent 
We have calculated the Hurst exponent of 4-adic as well as 2-adic strings of DNA for all the ORs. The details 
result is given as follows. 
3.3.1 Hurst Exponent of 4-adic Strings 
The Hurst exponent of 4-adic string of ORs follows normal distribution as illustrated in the Tab. 6. The Hurst 
exponents for 2-adic strings range from 0.484 to 0.768. 
Summary: Hurstexp_4adic
K-S d=.03022, p> .20; Lilliefors p<.15
 Expected Normal
0.40 0.45 0.50 0.55 0.60 0.65 0.70 0.75 0.80
X <= Category Boundary
0
50
100
150
200
250
300
350
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o
. 
o
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.
 Mean = 0.6174
 Mean±SD 
= (0.5742, 0.6606)
 Mean±1.96*SD 
= (0.5327, 0.7021)0.52
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0.58
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Summary Statistics:Hurstexp_4adic
Valid N=687
% Valid obs.=100.000000
Mean=  0.617388
Confidence -95.000%=  0.614152
Confidence 95.000%=  0.620624
Geometric Mean=  0.615864
Harmonic Mean=  0.614325
Median=  0.617100
Mode=  1.000000
Frequency of Mode=  4.000000
Sum=424.145500
Minimum=  0.484800
Maximum=  0.768600
Lower Quartile=  0.587600
Upper Quartile=  0.649100
Percentile 10.00000=  0.562100
Percentile 90.00000=  0.671200
Range=  0.283800
Quartile Range=  0.061500
Variance=  0.001867
Std.Dev.=  0.043203
Confidence SD -95.000%=  0.041033
Confidence SD +95.000%=  0.045618
Coef.Var.=  6.997776
Standard Error=  0.001648
Skewness= -0.070513
Std.Err. Skewness=  0.093251
Kurtosis= -0.091204
Std.Err. Kurtosis=  0.186233
 
Tab. 6: Descriptive Statistics of Hurst exponent (4-adic) 
Here also geometric and harmonic mean are same for the above distribution of 4-adic Hurst exponent.  
3.3.2 Hurst Exponent of 2-adic Strings 
The Hurst exponents (HEs) of 2-adic strings normally distributed over the ORs as illustrated in the Tab. 7. The 
HEs for 2-adic strings range from 0.491 to 0.730. It is noted that the geometric and harmonic mean are same.  
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Summary: Hurstexp_2adic
K-S d=.04981, p<.10 ; Lilliefors p<.01
 Expected Normal
0.45 0.50 0.55 0.60 0.65 0.70 0.75
X <= Category Boundary
0
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.
 Mean = 0.6178
 Mean±SD 
= (0.5818, 0.6539)
 Mean±1.96*SD 
= (0.5471, 0.6885)0.54
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Normal P-Plot: Hurstexp_2adic
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Summary Statistics:Hurstexp_2adic
Valid N=687
% Valid obs.=100.000000
Mean=  0.617813
Confidence -95.000%=  0.615112
Confidence 95.000%=  0.620514
Geometric Mean=  0.616744
Harmonic Mean=  0.615654
Median=  0.621600
Mode=  1.000000
Frequency of Mode=  5.000000
Sum=424.437400
Minimum=  0.491400
Maximum=  0.730300
Lower Quartile=  0.596000
Upper Quartile=  0.642400
Percentile 10.00000=  0.568800
Percentile 90.00000=  0.660300
Range=  0.238900
Quartile Range=  0.046400
Variance=  0.001300
Std.Dev.=  0.036054
Confidence SD -95.000%=  0.034243
Confidence SD +95.000%=  0.038069
Coef.Var.=  5.835782
Standard Error=  0.001376
Skewness= -0.336554
Std.Err. Skewness=  0.093251
Kurtosis=  0.163684
Std.Err. Kurtosis=  0.186233
 
Tab. 7: Descriptive Statistics of Hurst exponent (2-adic) 
The correlation coefficient of HEs for 4-adic and 2-adic string is 0.8052 as shown in Fig. 11. 
Correlations (Sheet1 in FD-Dna_master !  13v*688c)
Hurstexp_4adic Hurstexp_2adic
Hurstexp_4adic
Hurstexp_2adic
 
Fig. 11: Graph of correlation coefficient of 4-adic and 2-adic HEs. 
3.4 Succolarity Indices 
The succolarity indices for all ORs have been enumerated as illustrated below.    
3.4.1 Succolarity of A 
The succolarity indices follow normal distribution across the ORs as figured in Tab. 8. The succolarity of A for 
all ORs lies in the interval (1.19, 1.30).  
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Summary: A_SUC
K-S d=.03453, p> .20; Lilliefors p<.05
 Expected Normal
1.18 1.20 1.22 1.24 1.26 1.28 1.30 1.32
X <= Category Boundary
0
50
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300
350
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.
 Mean = 1.2514
 Mean±SD 
= (1.2323, 1.2706)
 Mean±1.96*SD 
= (1.2139, 1.2889)1.21
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1.23
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Normal P-Plot: A_SUC
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Summary Statistics:A_SUC
Valid N=687
% Valid obs.=100.000000
Mean=  1.251417
Confidence -95.000%=  1.249983
Confidence 95.000%=  1.252850
Geometric Mean=  1.251270
Harmonic Mean=  1.251123
Median=  1.252813
Mode=  1.000000
Frequency of Mode=  2.000000
Sum=859.723187
Minimum=  1.194930
Maximum=  1.308213
Lower Quartile=  1.239158
Upper Quartile=  1.265258
Percentile 10.00000=  1.226730
Percentile 90.00000=  1.275392
Range=  0.113282
Quartile Range=  0.026100
Variance=  0.000366
Std.Dev.=  0.019136
Confidence SD -95.000%=  0.018175
Confidence SD +95.000%=  0.020206
Coef.Var.=  1.529170
Standard Error=  0.000730
Skewness= -0.234553
Std.Err. Skewness=  0.093251
Kurtosis= -0.181012
Std.Err. Kurtosis=  0.186233
 
Tab. 8: Descriptive Statistics of Succolarity of A 
It is shown that geometric and harmonic mean of the distribution again follows the same as we have obtained.  
3.4.2 Succolarity of T 
The succolarity indices adhere to a normal distribution for all the ORs as shown in Tab 9. Succolarity of T 
across all ORs lies in the interval (1.04, 1.18).  
Summary: T_SUC
K-S d=.04230, p<.20 ; Lilliefors p<.01
 Expected Normal
1.02 1.04 1.06 1.08 1.10 1.12 1.14 1.16 1.18 1.20
X <= Category Boundary
0
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 Mean = 1.1082
 Mean±SD 
= (1.0847, 1.1316)
 Mean±1.96*SD 
= (1.0621, 1.1542)1.04
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Normal P-Plot: T_SUC
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Summary Statistics:T_SUC
Valid N=687
% Valid obs.=100.000000
Mean=  1.108162
Confidence -95.000%=  1.106403
Confidence 95.000%=  1.109921
Geometric Mean=  1.107913
Harmonic Mean=  1.107663
Median=  1.109249
Mode=  1.000000
Frequency of Mode=  2.000000
Sum=761.307267
Minimum=  1.042318
Maximum=  1.188278
Lower Quartile=  1.091846
Upper Quartile=  1.124183
Percentile 10.00000=  1.077316
Percentile 90.00000=  1.136573
Range=  0.145961
Quartile Range=  0.032337
Variance=  0.000551
Std.Dev.=  0.023481
Confidence SD -95.000%=  0.022301
Confidence SD +95.000%=  0.024793
Coef.Var.=  2.118902
Standard Error=  0.000896
Skewness= -0.142066
Std.Err. Skewness=  0.093251
Kurtosis= -0.064145
Std.Err. Kurtosis=  0.186233
 
Tab. 9: Descriptive Statistics of Succolarity of T 
The Geometric Mean and the Harmonic Mean of the distribution are nearly similar to each other. 
3.4.3 Succolarity of G 
The succolarity indices for all ORs are shown in the following, Tab 10. It is seen that the Succolarity of G for all 
ORs lies in the interval (0.08, 0.99). 
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Summary: G_SUC
K-S d=.39033, p<.01 ; Lilliefors p<.01
 Expected Normal
-0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
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 Mean = 0.8519
 Mean±SD 
= (0.6644, 1.0394)
 Mean±1.96*SD 
= (0.4844, 1.2195)0.4
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Normal P-Plot: G_SUC
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Summary Statistics:G_SUC
Valid N=687
% Valid obs.=100.000000
Mean=  0.851905
Confidence -95.000%=  0.837858
Confidence 95.000%=  0.865953
Geometric Mean=  0.796568
Harmonic Mean=  0.649691
Median=  0.898819
Mode=  1.000000
Frequency of Mode=  2.000000
Sum=585.259049
Minimum=  0.088375
Maximum=  0.990875
Lower Quartile=  0.874830
Upper Quartile=  0.917615
Percentile 10.00000=  0.845498
Percentile 90.00000=  0.933999
Range=  0.902500
Quartile Range=  0.042784
Variance=  0.035166
Std.Dev.=  0.187526
Confidence SD -95.000%=  0.178107
Confidence SD +95.000%=  0.198004
Coef.Var.= 22.012509
Standard Error=  0.007155
Skewness= -3.533710
Std.Err. Skewness=  0.093251
Kurtosis= 10.904316
Std.Err. Kurtosis=  0.186233
 
Tab. 10: Descriptive Statistics of Succolarity of G 
It is observed that the succolarity of G follows a non-parametric distribution. We show this in Fig. 12. 
 
Fig. 12: Non-parametric distribution of succolarity of G 
 
3.4.4 Succolarity of C 
The succolarity indices of C are computed for all ORs and illustrated below in Tab 11.It is observed that the 
indices range from 0.726 to 1.05.  
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Summary: C_SUC
K-S d=.19115, p<.01 ; Lilliefors p<.01
 Expected Normal
0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1
X <= Category Boundary
0
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 Mean = 0.9573
 Mean±SD 
= (0.9029, 1.0118)
 Mean±1.96*SD 
= (0.8506, 1.0641)0.84
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Summary Statistics:C_SUC
Valid N=687
% Valid obs.=100.000000
Mean=  0.957324
Confidence -95.000%=  0.953245
Confidence 95.000%=  0.961403
Geometric Mean=  0.955609
Harmonic Mean=  0.953700
Median=  0.970126
Mode=  1.000000
Frequency of Mode=  2.000000
Sum=657.681726
Minimum=  0.726245
Maximum=  1.050669
Lower Quartile=  0.947228
Upper Quartile=  0.986033
Percentile 10.00000=  0.919956
Percentile 90.00000=  1.000970
Range=  0.324425
Quartile Range=  0.038804
Variance=  0.002965
Std.Dev.=  0.054453
Confidence SD -95.000%=  0.051718
Confidence SD +95.000%=  0.057495
Coef.Var.=  5.688010
Standard Error=  0.002077
Skewness= -2.445666
Std.Err. Skewness=  0.093251
Kurtosis=  6.360221
Std.Err. Kurtosis=  0.186233
 
Tab. 11: Descriptive Statistics of Succolarity of C 
Geometric Mean and the Harmonic Mean of succolarity of C are seen to be almost equal. Also, it is observed 
that the distribution follows a non-parametric pattern as shown in Fig 13. 
 
Fig. 13: Non-parametric distribution of succolarity of C 
The correlation among succolarities of A, T, C and G are illustrated in the Tab. 12 with graphical representation 
in Fig. 10. 
 A_Suc T_Suc C_Suc G_Suc 
A_Suc 1 0.9783 0.5351 0.2213 
T_Suc 0.9783 1 0.5274 0.2067 
C_Suc 0.5351 0.5274 1 0.9383 
G_Suc 0.2213 0.2067 0.9383 1 
Tab. 12: Correlation coefficients for Sucolarities of A, T, C and G 
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Correlations (Sheet1 in FD-Dna_master !  13v*688c)
A_SUC T_SUC G_SUC C_SUC
A_SUC
T_SUC
G_SUC
C_SUC
 
Fig. 13: Correlation coefficient among Succolarities of A, T, C, and G. 
 
3.5 Chaos Game Representations 
For the entire human ORs the fractal dimension (FD) of Chaos Game Representation are computed as shown in 
the following Tab. 12. 
 
Summary: FD_ Chaos Game
K-S d=.28486, p<.01 ; Lilliefors p<.01
 Expected Normal
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 Mean±1.96*SD 
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Normal P-Plot: FD_ Chaos Game
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Summary Statistics:FD_ Chaos Game
Valid N=687
% Valid obs.=100.000000
Mean=  1.940696
Confidence -95.000%=  1.940685
Confidence 95.000%=  1.940707
Geometric Mean=  1.940696
Harmonic Mean=  1.940696
Median=  1.940690
Mode=  1.000000
Frequency of Mode= 73.000000
Sum=1333.258070
Minimum=  1.937550
Maximum=  1.941280
Lower Quartile=  1.940660
Upper Quartile=  1.940720
Percentile 10.00000=  1.940640
Percentile 90.00000=  1.940740
Range=  0.003730
Quartile Range=  0.000060
Variance=  0.000000
Std.Dev.=  0.000142
Confidence SD -95.000%=  0.000135
Confidence SD +95.000%=  0.000150
Coef.Var.=  0.007317
Standard Error=  0.000005
Skewness=-15.408222
Std.Err. Skewness=  0.093251
Kurtosis=352.535837
Std.Err. Kurtosis=  0.186233
 
Tab. 12: Descriptive Statistics of FD of Chaos Game Representation 
Geometric Mean and Harmonic Mean are observed to be the same. FD of Chaos Game Representation for all 
ORs lies in the interval (1.937, 1.9412). It is seen that the values are almost same around 1.9406. Also, this 
follows a non-parametric distribution; this is shown in the following figure. 
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Fig. 13: Non-parametric distribution of FD of Chaos Game Representation 
So far we have determined different measures as demonstrated above. Now, we make clusters of ORs based on 
the obtained data for the above features using K-mean clustering technique.  
3.6 K-Means Clustering of Human ORs 
Using K-means clustering method [21], we have clustered all 687 Human ORs into fourteen (14) different 
clusters. Each cluster contains more than 11 and less than 89. The mean, SD and variance are framed in the Tab. 
13. 
 
Variable 
Cluster 1 ( 88 members) Cluster 2 ( 80 members) Cluster 3 ( 68 members) 
Mean SD Variance Mean SD Variance Mean SD Variance 
FD_A1 1.834781 1.834781 0.000019 1.835275 0.004594 0.000021 1.830382 0.011278 0.000127 
FD_A2 1.826786 1.826786 0.000027 1.827137 0.004612 0.000021 1.821464 0.012051 0.000145 
FD_A3 1.829568 1.829568 0.000038 1.832214 0.005923 0.000035 1.825728 0.012542 0.000157 
FD_A4 1.822843 1.822843 0.000032 1.824691 0.005370 0.000029 1.818435 0.012652 0.000160 
FD of DNA  
WALK 
1.946009 1.946009 0.000000 1.946052 0.000109 0.000000 1.946044 0.000114 0.000000 
Hurstexp_4adic 0.598911 0.598911 0.000211 0.614762 0.008670 0.000075 0.575422 0.018225 0.000332 
Hurstexp_2adic 0.603058 0.603058 0.000167 0.630578 0.010301 0.000106 0.580509 0.014160 0.000201 
A_SUC 1.242705 1.242705 0.000012 1.254021 0.003272 0.000011 1.230102 0.005009 0.000025 
T_SUC 1.097671 1.097671 0.000017 1.111353 0.003906 0.000015 1.083019 0.005011 0.000025 
G_SUC 0.885586 0.885586 0.000026 0.902679 0.004882 0.000024 0.867263 0.006263 0.000039 
C_SUC 0.957255 0.957255 0.000028 0.974657 0.005153 0.000027 0.940223 0.005898 0.000035 
FD_ Chaos Game 1.940688 1.940688 0.000000 1.940687 0.000035 0.000000 1.940706 0.000075 0.000000 
 
Variable 
Cluster 4 ( 46 members) Cluster 5( 63 members) Cluster 6 ( 55 members) 
Mean SD Variance Mean SD Variance Mean SD Variance 
FD_A1 1.836022 0.016157 0.000261 1.833293 0.005561 0.000031 1.854721 0.004184 0.000018 
FD_A2 1.827244 0.017272 0.000298 1.826656 0.006147 0.000038 1.847335 0.005268 0.000028 
FD_A3 1.833777 0.016475 0.000271 1.827757 0.006818 0.000046 1.850491 0.005962 0.000036 
FD_A4 1.825910 0.017561 0.000308 1.822145 0.006980 0.000049 1.843775 0.005530 0.000031 
FD of DNA  
WALK 
1.946092 0.000073 0.000000 1.946002 0.000191 0.000000 1.946027 0.000130 0.000000 
Hurstexp_4adic 0.539689 0.021020 0.000442 0.645259 0.011145 0.000124 0.580365 0.020137 0.000405 
Hurstexp_2adic 0.547715 0.020485 0.000420 0.628544 0.010468 0.000110 0.591176 0.017149 0.000294 
A_SUC 1.214851 0.008163 0.000067 1.260488 0.003202 0.000010 1.240336 0.006280 0.000039 
T_SUC 1.062087 0.008493 0.000072 1.120073 0.003592 0.000013 1.089476 0.007793 0.000061 
G_SUC 0.841086 0.010618 0.000113 0.913591 0.004497 0.000020 0.875339 0.009747 0.000095 
C_SUC 0.916435 0.010792 0.000116 0.980674 0.004643 0.000022 0.949082 0.009151 0.000084 
FD_ Chaos Game 1.940710 0.000068 0.000000 1.940694 0.000047 0.000000 1.940686 0.000034 0.000000 
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Variable 
Cluster 7 ( 61 members) Cluster 8 ( 18 members) Cluster 9 ( 42 members) 
Mean SD Variance Mean SD Variance Mean SD Variance 
FD_A1 1.854920 0.003976 0.000016 1.806145 0.011799 0.000139 1.831019 0.019870 0.000395 
FD_A2 1.847557 0.004609 0.000021 1.795747 0.016003 0.000256 1.822722 0.019397 0.000376 
FD_A3 1.850807 0.005329 0.000028 1.797033 0.011873 0.000141 1.825163 0.025385 0.000644 
FD_A4 1.844290 0.005156 0.000027 1.792964 0.011027 0.000122 1.817218 0.025308 0.000640 
FD of DNA  Walk 1.946046 0.000099 0.000000 1.945938 0.000174 0.000000 1.946097 0.000124 0.000000 
Hurstexp_4adic 0.623067 0.018529 0.000343 0.639222 0.014918 0.000223 0.611838 0.046162 0.002131 
Hurstexp_2adic 0.628525 0.014909 0.000222 0.631217 0.021983 0.000483 0.606474 0.036003 0.001296 
A_SUC 1.260482 0.005090 0.000026 1.252335 0.007545 0.000057 1.245407 0.019822 0.000393 
T_SUC 1.114530 0.006187 0.000038 1.117178 0.008480 0.000072 1.102454 0.024526 0.000602 
G_SUC 0.906651 0.007734 0.000060 0.909988 0.010609 0.000113 0.126203 0.018513 0.000343 
C_SUC 0.977547 0.007275 0.000053 0.977679 0.011530 0.000133 0.770134 0.019892 0.000396 
FD_ CGR 1.940679 0.000030 0.000000 1.940749 0.000135 0.000000 1.940713 0.000083 0.000000 
 
Variable 
Cluster 10 ( 35 members) Cluster 11 ( 69 members) Cluster 12 ( 38 members) 
Mean SD Variance Mean SD Variance Mean SD Variance 
FD_A1 1.855107 0.004943 0.000024 1.832815 0.005321 0.000028 1.839379 0.011107 0.000123 
FD_A2 1.848171 0.005596 0.000031 1.825642 0.005575 0.000031 1.833002 0.011760 0.000138 
FD_A3 1.848677 0.006562 0.000043 1.828294 0.006155 0.000038 1.835316 0.009268 0.000086 
FD_A4 1.842826 0.005423 0.000029 1.822547 0.005217 0.000027 1.829769 0.009623 0.000093 
FD of DNA  Walk 1.946018 0.000121 0.000000 1.946036 0.000109 0.000000 1.946027 0.000095 0.000000 
Hurstexp_4adic 0.662323 0.012018 0.000144 0.658942 0.011382 0.000130 0.687568 0.011115 0.000124 
Hurstexp_2adic 0.650523 0.008975 0.000081 0.650617 0.009642 0.000093 0.671032 0.010364 0.000107 
A_SUC 1.275423 0.004507 0.000020 1.269536 0.003126 0.000010 1.283599 0.004323 0.000019 
T_SUC 1.133572 0.005032 0.000025 1.131283 0.003682 0.000014 1.147056 0.004334 0.000019 
G_SUC 0.930460 0.006294 0.000040 0.927594 0.004602 0.000021 0.947314 0.005419 0.000029 
C_SUC 0.997494 0.005710 0.000033 0.994757 0.004483 0.000020 1.012250 0.005340 0.000029 
FD_ CGR 1.940675 0.000034 0.000000 1.940632 0.000378 0.000000 1.940684 0.000034 0.000000 
 
Variable 
Cluster 13 ( 12 members) Cluster 14 ( 12 members) 
Mean SD Variance Mean SD Variance 
FD_A1 1.804247 0.017256 0.000298 1.755853 0.019662 0.000387 
FD_A2 1.801109 0.018344 0.000337 1.747164 0.019622 0.000385 
FD_A3 1.785269 0.021408 0.000458 1.744545 0.020790 0.000432 
FD_A4 1.782754 0.022247 0.000495 1.739677 0.022333 0.000499 
FD of DNA  Walk 1.945750 0.000191 0.000000 1.946018 0.000153 0.000000 
Hurstexp_4adic 0.705092 0.022784 0.000519 0.607267 0.035632 0.001270 
Hurstexp_2adic 0.694867 0.015313 0.000235 0.622275 0.040351 0.001628 
A_SUC 1.282116 0.009554 0.000091 1.228809 0.014985 0.000225 
T_SUC 1.156956 0.011089 0.000123 1.101092 0.018642 0.000348 
G_SUC 0.959758 0.013888 0.000193 0.889861 0.023318 0.000544 
C_SUC 1.023424 0.012137 0.000147 0.960509 0.023229 0.000540 
FD_ CGR 1.940843 0.000192 0.000000 1.941023 0.000052 0.000000 
Tab. 13: Descriptive statistics of 14 clusters (K-means) 
The mean of each cluster is plotted in the Fig. 14. 
Plot of Means for Each Cluster
 Cluster  1
 Cluster  2
 Cluster  3
 Cluster  4
 Cluster  5
 Cluster  6
 Cluster  7
 Cluster  8
 Cluster  9
 Cluster  10
 Cluster  11
 Cluster  12
 Cluster  13
 Cluster  14
FD_A2
FD_A4
Hurstexp_4adic
A_SUC
G_SUC
FD_ Chaos Game
Variables
-1.0
-0.5
0.0
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
 
Fig. 14: Means of each clusters 
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Members and the distances from the centre of each cluster are available as supplementary file (1).  
3.7. Deterministic Model Representation  
We have figured out twelve features for all the human OR sequences. We have found closed-intervals for each 
of the above stated mathematical features. So basically, we now have a twelve dimensional rectangular model 
through which one can accept or reject a given sequence of reasonable length. As we proposed in the 
introduction, a given sequence of nucleotides can be probably justified or deterministically nullified  as a human 
OR sequence.  
 
 
Fig. 15: A deterministic quantitative model representation 
If a sequence of nucleotides does not pass through the twelve-dimensional rectangle then we readily conclude 
that it is not a human OR. Otherwise, the given sequence can be thought as a probable human OR homologue 
subject to the biological validation. Also, we have mapped the probable candidate to one or more human OR (s) 
by finding the minimum length from the clusters and members.   The protocol of acceptance and rejection of an 
input sequence of nucleotides is explained in the Fig. 15 (also available as supplementary file (2). 
4. Conclusion and Future Endeavours  
In this paper, we have proposed a quantitative deterministic model through which a given string of nucleotides 
can be inferred as a human OR or not without seeking any biological experiment. This would help us in 
screening any given stretch of nucleotides of length ~1000bp as a Human OR homologue. In human ORs globe, 
there are almost 1:1 pseudogenes and coding genes. We are in a strong conviction that each functional OR is 
associated with one or many pseudogene (s) [7, 8]. This fact can be established in our future endeavours through 
our proposed model.  It is noted that the proposed deterministic model is not only meant for human ORs but also 
can be treated as a standard prototype for other genes and genomes.  
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